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It's not often that you can put a number to a

pianist's greatness, but here's one: 30 million.

That's how many YouTube hits Valentina

Lisitsa surpassed a while ago on the way to

becoming one of the Internet's favorite classical

musicians, and if you missed her Portland Piano

International recital Sunday afternoon at the

Newmark Theatre, you can console yourself with

any number of appearances on your monitor.

There she is in made-for-video solo performances

of rapturously lyrical Chopin and Liszt, in

interviews and in concert clips ranging from

punishing Rachmaninoff to the Beethoven student

staple "Für Elise" (this last one offered as the

fourth encore after a performance with the Seoul

Philharmonic).

The old criteria of technique and musicality still

stand, of course, and by any standard Lisitsa is a

fantastic talent. Her program ranged wide, from

Mozart and Beethoven to Dmitri Shostakovich and

Sergei Prokofiev, revealing masterful control of

tone and dynamics, breathtaking lyricism and,

occasionally, idiosyncratic interpretive choices.

Her first half featured a routine Classical-era of

Mozart, Beethoven and Franz Schubert in

unfamiliar guise: Mozart in the C Minor Fantasy,

Beethoven in the Op. 10, No. 3 Sonata, and

Schubert in several lieder transcribed by Franz

Liszt.

Both the Mozart and the Beethoven are enigmatic, forward-looking pieces, and Lisitsa seemed to aim at heightening



their mystery. Her tempos in the Allegro sections of the Mozart were deliberate, and in the Beethoven, they might

fairly be described as eccentric, quickening the first movement and drawing out the second for funereal effect. To be

fair, the Beethoven is among his genuinely odd early works, with a terse Allegro, tragic Andantino and off-kilter

finale, so Lisitsa's approach seemed like a fair interpretive gambit. Certainly, the measured slowness of the Mozart

and the Beethoven Andantino telegraphed the tragic cast of most of the Schubert songs, and she clearly intended to

play the entire half without pause (she seemed genuinely thrown off balance when the audience applauded at the

end of the Beethoven despite her holding her hands still above the keyboard).

It was in the Schubert, though, that she first reached the sublime. Liszt's transcriptions fold the sung melody and an

abundance of his own trademark flourishes into Schubert's' piano parts, creating dazzling miniatures that highlight a

pianist's virtuosity while still retaining the direct emotional appeal of the originals. Lisitsa satisfied both technical and

lyrical demands in a way that can be called spellbinding without a trace of hyperbole--she has a particular gift for

perfectly controlled, perfectly hushed lines in the right hand that came to the fore at the end of the set, in "Der

Müller und der Bach" and "Ave Maria."

After intermission came less familiar, larger-scale sonatas of Shostakovich and Prokofiev. Each was well-conceived

both as a whole and in fine detail, with utterly clear changes of touch and a huge dynamic range that seemed to

come from nothing but changes of wrist position. With her economical technique comes great stamina, so even after

she polished off the blistering finale of the Prokofiev, she graciously rewarded the enthusiastic crowd with four

substantial encores including Liszt's "La Campanella," sparklingly played, and a thunderous Rachmaninoff prelude.

Lisitsa has appeared in Portland several times previously, courtesy of both Portland Piano International and the

symphony. Let's hope she keeps it up. And until next time, there's always YouTube.

-- James McQuillen
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